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executive summary

Louisiana Tech University’s prominence in the fields of biotechnology,
biomedical engineering, micro/nano systems, information technology,
trenchless technology, and its associated commercialization activities are
transforming both the character of the University and its role as a leader
in economic development within the region and state. Anticipating a
lack of capacity to host additional growth, Louisiana Tech University is
using this report to unveil its physical plan. The plan articulates the
vision, goals, planned steps and investments it contemplates taking in
partnership with private and public partners to create the facilities that
will house significant additional growth in the research arena and new
economic activity.

Through creation of the Louisiana Tech University Enterprise Campus,
the University is perpetuating its investment in the Ruston community.
Following a decade of construction of well-received student residences
and sports facilities north and west of the campus, the University has
selected an area of Ruston to the east of the main campus to develop
as the Enterprise Campus. Today, it holds great promise because of its
adjacency to the campus and the downtown, but it lacks vibrancy. The
report that follows details the capacity and planned land uses for this
new campus to transform it into a dynamic, mixed use district built
around commercial and university research and development activities,
housing, and support services. It provides guidance on the phasing of its
growth and expansion as well as suggested elements of its urban design,
architecture and landscape architecture.
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introduction

Louisiana Tech University, whose mission includes research

LONI Network

and economic development, has established its position as a
generator of and magnet for emerging technology companies
Technology Corridor

in the fields of biotechnology, biomedical engineering,
micro/nano systems, information technology, and trenchless

Shreveport

RUSTON

Monroe

technology. The University influences technology development
along the I-20 corridor between Shreveport and Monroe,
where resources in science and technology abound—there are

Regional Location Map with LONI Network identified

nearly 400 technology companies within an hour’s drive of the
University. Regional partners to the University driving research
and development include the Barksdale Air Force Base, Cyber

The College of Engineering and
Science has focused its research in the
following areas:
• Bionanotechnology
• Neural engineering
• Rehabilitation engineering

Innovation Center, The Biomedical Research Foundation of
Northwest Louisiana, and the Intertech Science Park.

The significance of Louisiana Tech University within the region
is supported through well-marshaled and coordinated doctoral
and research programs, including information technology

• Micro & nanosystems

research, advanced computing infrastructure and proactive

• High energy, nuclear, and astroparticle physics
• Information technology
• Civil infrastructure

support for technology transfer and commercialization efforts.
Research programs within the College of Engineering and
Science are highly interdisciplinary, and are supported by a
framework of research centers and institutes, including the
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Center for Biomedical Engineering and Rehabilitation Science, the
Center for Entrepreneurship and Information Technology (CEnIT), and
the Institute for Micromanufacturing, among others. The CEnIT supports

I- 20

both research and commercialization goals, and the Louisiana Optical
Network Initiative’s (LONI) BlueDawg supercomputer relates to systems
at other institutions to provide an extraordinary computing environment
accessible to research partners of the University.

In 2000, the Louisiana Tech University Research Foundation was

Louisiana Tech
University

ENTERPRISE
CAMPUS

Downtown
Ruston

organized as an operating entity within the Louisiana Tech University
Foundation to promote commercialization of intellectual property
associated with the University. Working collaboratively with the Vice
President for Research and the Office of Intellectual Property and
Commercialization, this entity is providing leadership and support
NORTH

for the University’s overall research commercialization and economic
development efforts.

City of Ruston Location Map
Commercialization of research is directly supported through the
Louisiana Tech Enterprise Center. Here, the Louisiana Tech technology
incubator and the Louisiana Tech University Technology Business Center
work in concert to support existing and start-up ventures by providing
information, advice, advocacy, and physical space for businesses.
Complementing this support for businesses, the University’s Center
for Entrepreneurship and Information Technology focuses on research,
entrepreneurial education, the invention process, and technology
commercialization. It acts as the conduit between all of the research,
development and commercialization activities at Louisiana Tech
University, providing a cross-disciplinary environment that increases
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the marketability of graduates and enhances opportunities for
Mississippi Ave

commercialization and new venture creation.

Railroad

The University’s efforts to translate research into marketable

Downtown
Ruston

services and products have borne fruit and, in the last decade,
Louisiana Tech University has experienced significant growth in

early step in establishing intellectual property rights for patentable

Oil Mill St

Monroe St

years 2003-2008 the University filed 146 Reports of Invention, an

Homer St

Keeny Hall

College St

research and gains in commercialization of technology. In the

Louisiana Ave

Texas Ave

Louisiana Tech
University

LOUISIANA TECH
ENTERPRISE CAMPUS

devices and processes. These resulted in the filing of 79 US

Arizona Ave

Patents and license option agreements. In 2006 the Institute for
Micromanufacturing at Louisiana Tech University (which focuses on

Colorado Ave
Monroe St

research and education in micro- and nanosystems for biomedical,
biological, environmental, chemical, and information technology
applications) was ranked one of the top nanotechnology programs in

California Ave
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the country, as rated by the nanotechnology industry journal Small
Times. And in 2007 Louisiana Tech University has ranked in the top

Context Plan

ten universities in the US in the commercialization of micro and
macro technologies.

In 2007, recognizing the potential for growth in research and
development activities, the University began to consider land
acquisition to accommodate expansion. Originally conceived of as
a plan to develop a traditional research park, it was recognized
early in the study that proximity to University facilities, faculty
and students is critical to its ability to successfully commercialize
research. As a result, exploration of land availability and
opportunity focused on the University’s host community of Ruston.

A site immediately adjacent to the Louisiana Tech University
campus was selected as it offers proximity to the University for
research entities and the faculty and students that will fuel their
intellectual resources, offers opportunities to enhance the economy
of downtown Ruston and of the region, and this site, now referred
to as the Louisiana Tech University Enterprise Campus (Enterprise
Campus), offers an excellent opportunity to enhance the physical
presence and reputation of the University.
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vision and goals

The vision for the Enterprise Campus is of a vibrant district
that hosts academic, research, residential, and supporting
commercial activities. The economic activity anticipated in
the Campus will impact both the City of Ruston and the I-20
corridor, and focus on state investment in technology sector
development. It will be fully developed over the next two
decades and is planned to host as many as 1,500 research and
research-generated jobs and support a residential growth for
300 new residents within the district. When fully developed,
the Enterprise Campus will be like other successful research
campuses - host to national laboratories, major corporate
tenants, and/or renowned centers of excellence. The 300 new
residents will have an additional and significant impact on the
City of Ruston, both as growth in numbers and diversity of City
residents.
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Goal #1: Advance Louisiana Tech University in the fields of
biotechnology, biomedical engineering, micro/nano systems
information technology, and trenchless technology.
Louisiana Tech University
Increase in Research Funding:
2002-2005

Development of the Enterprise Campus represents a thirty-year plan for
development of additional Louisiana Tech University related research and
development facilities. In developing the Enterprise Campus Louisiana
Tech University will expand its computing capabilities to support projected

$55,000,000

demand in the region and establish the Enterprise Campus as the preferred
$50,693,000

location in the region for research and development dependent on this

the door to the University, will both provide an attractive location for
University generated enterprises and an attraction to companies looking
for the benefits of the location and prefer a vibrant setting to the more
isolated offerings of a traditional research park.

Research Funding

infrastructure service. The distinct design, as well as the location at

$50,000,000

$45,000,000

$41,515,000

$41,955,000

2003

2004

$40,000,000
$37,436,000
$35,000,000
2002

2005

Year

The University’s mission is to provide “… a technology-rich, interdisciplinary teaching, learning, and research environment to
ensure student and faculty success...Recognizing that research and service are fundamental to its mission, Louisiana Tech recruits and
retains a faculty who see research and teaching as intertwined, complementary, and interdisciplinary and who, through both theoretical
and applied research and creative activities, contribute to the development of new knowledge, new art, and new technology.”
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In 2001, as a complement to
Louisiana: Vision 2020, the state’s
master plan for economic development, the
Louisiana legislature approved $22 million
in new, recurring funding for a major higher
education information technology initiative.
Under the previous governor’s administration,
the Louisiana Board of Regents was
charged with directing the investment of the
initiative, and the majority of funds were split
among the state’s five designated research
universities: Louisiana State University,
Louisiana Tech University, University of
New Orleans, University of Louisiana in
Lafayette and Southern University. The funds
provided institutions with the resources to
develop advanced information technology
infrastructure, including a number of
supercomputers.

Goal #2: Create new partnerships between Louisiana Tech University,
industry, and government.
Louisiana Tech University is committed to innovative collaborations and alliances
that foster synergistic partnerships at academic, commercial, and governmental
levels. The vision and goals of the Enterprise Campus coincide with the objectives of
Louisiana: Vision 2020, the state’s master plan for economic development, including:
•

Growing emerging technology-based businesses through cluster-based
development practices

•

Increasing public and private research and development activity

•

Increasing access to capital for all stages of business development

•

Providing effective mechanisms for industry access to university-based
technologies and expertise

•

Encouraging and supporting entrepreneurial activity

•

Assessing, building, and capitalizing on Louisiana’s information and
telecommunications infrastructure

As a response to the objectives outlined in Vision 2020, the State of Louisiana has
created a number of tax instruments to support start-ups and catalyze the growth of
new industries. These include the Angel Tax Incentive Bill (2005) and the Technology
Commercialization Credit and Jobs Program (2008). The Angel Tax Incentive provides
investors in approved Louisiana-based technology companies with tax credits worth up
to 50% of their investment, and rewards qualified individual investors for investing in
early stage, wealth-creating businesses. The Technology Commercialization Credit and
Jobs Program (final language pending as of this writing) will support the development
of technology into commercial products by offering tax credits as well as refunds
on payroll taxes for qualifying entrepreneurs. The program is intended to promote
technology transfer from research entities, and requires applicants to partner with
a Louisiana regionally accredited college, technical school, university, or research
company.
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The Center for Entrepreneurship and
Information Technology (CEnIT) was
created to act as a cross-disciplinary resource
to harness the expertise of the College of
Business to advance the transfer of research
within the College of Engineering and Science
to marketable technologies. CEnIT offers
direct support for research, entrepreneurial
education, and innovation while increasing
the marketability of graduates and enhancing
opportunities for economic stimulus and
growth. The Mission of CEnIT is to create and
innovative entrepreneurial culture by:
• Enhancing the education of students
in Information Technology and
Entrepreneurship;
• Promoting the development and
commercialization of Information
technologies generated by university
faculty and students;
• Providing leadership in Entrepreneurship
and Information Technology outreach
activities that will support economic
development in the state.
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Goal #3: Promote the region’s economic competitiveness in
technology-based economic development.
Regionally expanding infrastructure and programs in information technology
also influence the direction of research at Louisiana Tech. The Louisiana
Optical Network Initiative (LONI) is a high-speed fiber optic network and
high-performance grid computing environment connecting Louisiana’s major
research universities and health science centers. LONI connects to the
National LambdaRail, National Science Foundation Teragrid, Internet 2, and
other national networks, enabling Louisiana university researchers to access
a nationwide grid of supercomputers. As the home for two of the
supercomputers in the LONI network, Louisiana Tech University is one of six
Louisiana institutions chosen by the state to receive funding to support the
multi-disciplinary, multi-institutional LONI Institute, enhancing the opportunity
for the University to use this resource to drive research and education,
particularly in bioscience, materials science, and computational sciences.
There is ample opportunity for the University to coordinate and cooperate
with other regional partners in the public and private sector concerned with
promoting technology-based economic development.

2
Goal #4: Contribute to the revitalization of downtown
Ruston.
The City’s commitment to revitalizing its downtown is evidenced by its

Retail
Food Service
Total

conservative
17,709
3,129
20,838

moderate
24,903
4,073
28,976

high
33,204
5,586
38,790

Projected demand created by the Enterprise Campus as expressed in square feet of
development : retail and food service. (Based on projected number of residents and
employees and projected salary factors.)

establishing a Tax Increment District to support municipal investment
in infrastructure improvements. In 2002, parts of Ruston received
designation as a federal Renewal Community, making federal funds
available for local businesses, including tax credits, deductions, and
accelerated depreciation among other incentives. In 2003, Ruston
established the Downtown Development District, a tax district that
funds the Main Street Commission. These funds support marketing,
renovations, and administrative staffing. The nature of the new
economic activity in the Enterprise Campus, with 1,500 new jobs
and new residential development, has the potential to stimulate
revitalization of the historic downtown for existing and new business
tenants.

A joint program between Louisiana Tech University and Louisiana State University the Center for Secure Cyberspace was
created to support the existing cyber components of the U.S. Air Force’s Cyber Command at Barksdale Air Force Base—the Cyber
Combat Development Center, Cyber Strike, and the Air Force Network Operations Center—through the Cyber Innovation Center and
the National Cyber Research Park in Bossier City. The CSC capitalizes on the resources of LONI, and establishes a national center
dedicated to research and education in integrated smart cyber-centric control systems. The goal is to establish a national center of
excellence in integrated smart cyber-centric sensor surveillance systems by developing core research and collaborating with national
and international industrial and academic partners as well as the Air Force Cyber Command in Barksdale.
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Tech Village Mixed-Use District
The City of Ruston, in consultation with Louisiana Tech University and local community leaders, designated and developed
special zoning requirements for Tech Village, the district connecting the downtown area with the campus. The Tech Village
district encompasses the proposed limits of the Enterprise campus: district development guidelines closely align with
development recommendations presented in this master planning document. Specifically, district development principles
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Connecting Ruston to the Louisiana Tech campus
Mixed-use development at a variety of scales
Development to promote choice and variety in housing types available
Pedestrian scaled and pedestrian friendly development
Implementation of aesthetically sensitive and safe parking strategies
Encouragement of open and accessible public spaces
Protection of natural resources and incentives for sustainable development
Promotion of visual coherence and design excellence

Adopted unanimously by the City Aldermen in 2007, these requirements identify clear expectations of progressive
development in this critical district and paint a picture of community aspirations for the City of Ruston. Regulations establish
a design review committee with City and University representation to assure development conformance with established
guidelines. Coordination of City and University efforts will be imperative to assure that public and private development within
the Enterprise Center campus will not only follow established Tech Village principles but will establish a high standard for
others. Overlapping requirements will assure consistent quality throughout the district and a common set of experiences for
residents and visitors alike.
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site evaluation

Site Context and Development Opportunities
In 1883, Robert E. Russ donated 640 acres of land for the
construction of an east-west rail line, called the Vicksburg,
Shreveport and Pacific (now Illinois Central). Soon after, the city
of “Russ-Town” or Ruston, was founded and built on a grid of
Vicksburg, Shreveport and Paciﬁc Rail

north-south and east-west streets that paralleled the railroad.
The City’s agricultural and industrial base has been supported

ENTERPRISE
CAMPUS

by academia since 1894 when Frances P. Stubbs donated of
nR

ail

20 acres of land, located immediately west of downtown, for

out

her

the site of the “Louisiana Industrial Institute and College.” In

Ark
a

nsa

sS

1901, with the boom of cotton farming, a north-south rail line
was built, called the Arkansas Southern (later the Chicago,
NORTH

Rock Island and Pacific). Ruston’s commercial core is oriented
to the intersection of this now-abandoned rail line and the

Historic Ruston Plan, c. 1901

existing east-west line. Former rail-related warehouse and
service buildings located in the Enterprise Campus speak to
this legacy and provide opportunity to extend the City’s core of
in-place historic architecture by investment and reuse of these
structures.
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The Enterprise Campus is ideally located for pedestrian access to
many Ruston destinations, including its downtown and the University
campus. Recent University investments in residential life and athletics
facilities have been made in the neighborhoods immediately north
of the campus. These initiatives create excellent north-south
connections into the campus and establish western connections
from student housing to recreation/athletic complexes and eastern
connections between student housing and downtown.

The historic entrance to Louisiana Tech University was along Everett
Harris Hotel on southeast corner of Trenton Street and Park Avenue.

Street on axis to Old Main (1890’s, demolished 1936). New student
housing is under construction along Everettt Street from Alabama
Street south, renewing the significance of the campus’ historic
gateway. In the Enterprise Campus plan, this historical reference and
contemporary investment inspires use of Everett Street as a significant
entrance to the Enterprise Campus and as a priority for continued
University facility development.

Significant investment in architecture, landscape design and utilities is
needed to transform the Enterprise Campus from its current character
of undervalued properties to one that will lend distinction to the
City of Ruston and region. Currently, this approximately 45-acre
district consists of single-to-three-story structures with residential,
institutional, industrial and warehousing uses. Many lots lie empty.
Watershed-scale rainwater management problems cause periodic,
significant drainage problems. Creation of this campus, however,
Centennial Clock Tower

is compelling, both to the University and the general community as
this initiative is predicted both to signal the next generation of the
University’s identity and stimulates demand for goods and services to
be supplied within the City’s historic commercial core.
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master plan

Urban Design Framework
The urban design strategy for the Enterprise Campus is to
enhance connections between the University, downtown Ruston,
and surrounding neighborhoods. This is symbolized by the
importance of the intersection of Homer and Arizona Streets.
Emphasis on the design and construction of these streets and
their buildings establish the quality and distinct characteristics
of the Enterprise Campus.

Keeny Hall (1936), with its east façade facing the Enterprise
Campus, establishes a direct axial connection between the
Keeny Hall

Louisiana Tech University Campus (University Campus) and
the Enterprise Campus. The architectural character and scale
of Keeny Hall and the existing context of University Campus
buildings is formal and collegiate, and creates a strong
academic identity that will contrast and complement the
mixed-use character of the Enterprise Campus.

Emphasis in the Enterprise Campus is placed on creating a
pedestrian setting where a sense of belonging and ease of
interaction is facilitated through physical design. In contrast
to the University Campus, however, this design employs the
19
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historic street grid. Through this, a porous network for pedestrian
benefit is established. Spacing and articulation of building form
provides pedestrians with opportunities to traverse through blocks.
Building placement near the street works to activate the street
edge and create social space. Building architecture features glass
to contribute to the theme of accessibility. In this case access
across the community stimulates the generation and cultivation of
intellect.

Streets in the Enterprise Campus will contribute to this active
character through accommodation of bicycle traffic and, as possible,
through provision of parking on the street. Parking lots and parking
structures will be internal to blocks to create convenience for drivers
NORTH

without sacrificing the quality of the pedestrian experience. The
extent of parking to be provided in the Enterprise Campus will be
appropriate to its needs and function as a link between, and addition

Proposed Land Use Diagram

to, an existing network of walkable neighborhoods.

Residential
Commercial

The abandoned north-south Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railroad
right-of-way that traverses Ruston’s municipal core also defines the

Academic

eastern edge of the district. Conversion of the rail line creates an

Cultural

opportunity for the Enterprise campus to prompt the development
of a 15 mile long open space corridor and pedestrian/bicycle path

Industrial

that would stretch through Ruston between the towns of Vienna
and Clay. Not only would this enrich the City of Ruston’s palette of

Research

recreational resources, it would also serve to connect neighborhoods

Data / Utility

to the north and south of downtown back to the historic core.

Parking Deck
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Architecture
Louisiana Tech University Campus architecture expressed in Bogard
Hall, Keeny Hall, and the residences fronting Dudley Circle represent
excellent references for the Enterprise Campus. These buildings -historical, mostly three story and composed of red brick—suggest the
scale and proportions of the Enterprise Campus buildings and inspire
the building design principles:

Guided, but not prescribed architectural style. Through the use
of similar scale, proportions, and materials, a high degree of
visual harmony can emerge, even among buildings of different
architectural styles and eras. Building designs should contribute
to a coherent design vision while aspiring to be authentic
representations of their own time.

Transparency and visibility. As is appropriate to building use,
the setting for innovative intellectual exchange within the
buildings should be visible both from the exterior and within
buildings. Inhabitable spaces facing the street on the ground
level should have a minimum of 70% glazing. Inhabited spaces on
the second level and above should have a minimum of 40% glass
facing the street.

Human scale. Exterior space that connects to main entry
should be sufficiently sized to provide inviting places to gather.
Building interiors should facilitate social interaction through
creation of meetings spaces and effective design of building
circulation. Buildings in the Enterprise Campus will be three
and four story building height with complex (interrupted)
façades and entrances that are apparent and inviting. When a
building does not have access to an interior atrium, the building
depth is recommended not to exceed 60’ to allow natural
light to penetrate deep into the building’s interior. Connecting
exterior space should be sufficiently sized to provide inviting
places to gather.

22
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Traditional materials and façade expressions. Horizontal
elements of the façade should be resolved into a base, middle,
and cap. Building entries that address street corners are
opportunities to engage the design of adjacent buildings in
forming gateways. Materials should reference those used in
the region and serve the objective of an institutional lifespan
for Enterprise Campus buildings. “Tech blend” red brick is
recommended as it establishes a material continuity. Designers
are encouraged to explore and expand on this basic vocabulary.
Clear glass must be used at all windows along ground level
of public access. Bronze tinted and reflective glazing is not
allowed. Glazing units should be, at a minimum, “low E” and
insulated.

Flexible interior spaces. Research and development buildings
should be designed anticipating occupancy by multiple tenants
and changing tenant needs. Minimize the number of full
height partition walls and permanent load bearing walls. Floor
plans and building systems must be designed to accommodate
emerging technologies.

High energy and water efficient buildings. As fiscally feasible,
buildings will be designed to attain LEED certification as the
minimal level of sustainability. Emphasis during this design
process will be on achieving energy conservation and other
systems for limiting energy demand, a high quality of indoor air
quality.
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Landscape Strategy
The Enterprise Campus landscape strategy contributes to creating
connections through to the neighborhoods on its three sides and
the Louisiana Tech University Campus to the west. The east-west
connections through the site are focused on Arizona Avenue, which will
be characterized by a dramatic allée of trees and aligned along the view
to the clock tower. This creates a strong identity, visually integrating the
Enterprise Campus both with the Univerisity Campus and with the city.
Arizona Avenue then becomes the new formal entry to the University
Campus, framed by the gateway created by the Enterprise Campus.

The north-south connections feature a regional open space system
created through investment in the abandoned north-south rail line at
NORTH

Landscape Design Diagram

the eastern side of the district. Similar rail-trail systems throughout the
nation have demonstrated that relatively small financial investments
in this type of open space system can create a regional transformation

NORTH

Ground Conditions Diagram
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of the quality of open space and leverage significant increase in

give rise to a unique landscape identity along Homer and Oil Mill

the property values of development along these corridors. The

Streets.

rail-trail conversion envisioned here has the potential to connect
the Enterprise Campus and the neighborhoods north and south

Key strategies will be employed to support the landscape strategy

to downtown Ruston via a dedicated multi-use pathway, and to

for the Enterprise Campus:

establish a significant visual and recreational amenity.

Native trees line all streets, providing shade and defining the
pedestrian environment.

At the campus level, the landscape strategy creates a unified

Courtyards serve the pedestrian need for intimate-scale outdoor

streetscape of a character typical of other vibrant urban

spaces as well as parking fields, and will be planted with trees

neighborhoods, creating a series of open spaces to provide

to provide both shade and as a visual enhancement for building

opportunity for passive recreation within the Enterprise Campus

occupants.

while mitigating an existing stormwater problem through rainwater

On-street parking acts as a buffer for pedestrians, reduces the

infiltration. The prominent open space at Keeny Circle anchors

parking demand for larger parking venues, and activates the

the western edge of the Enterprise Campus, providing recreation

street edge.

space as well as a transition between the University and Enterprise
Campuses while water channel gardens and water treatment borders

25

Hydrologic Systems
Given the historic problems with drainage and flooding in the
district, careful consideration of hydrologic systems and stormwater
management strategies suggest the following strategies:
Water garden channels along Homer Street that convey water
through the site in an attractive and effective way.
Water treatment borders along Oil Mill St. that provide
water treatment, temporary flood storage and create unique
streetscape character along theses streets.
Water treatment basin at the northeast corner of Homer St. and
California Ave. provides a dramatic landscape gateway into the
Enterprise Campus while providing temporary flood storage.
New stormwater and drainage below-grade infrastructure
provides additional means to ameliorate flooding problems
within the district.

Existing Stormwater Conveyance Diagram

Parking
Parking strategies honor the urban design goals of the Enterprise
Campus by supporting the pedestrian environment while maintaining
land use efficiency and functionality. These include:
Provide defined street parking along all streets to activate
street edges, provide cost effective means of accommodating
parking demand, and ensuring a reasonable rate of traffic speed.
Consolidate parking to interiors of blocks to provide for
parking demand, and maximize the available street frontage for
buildings.
Create parking garages between Texas and Louisiana
Streets to accommodate demand for parking to be located near to
destinations.
Proposed Hydrologic System Diagram

Water Garden Channels along Homer St.
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Utility Infrastructure
The Enterprise Campus is served by a system of utilities that, in the
collective, fail to serve the projected need. As existing systems
need replacement, they will be located in utility tunnels under
the middle of the streets. This allows for ease in access for future
maintenance and upgrades without disruption to street landscape
and sidewalks.

Central mechanical equipment will be consolidated and located
on less-traveled paths in order to limit the visual impact of this
function. The plan anticipates need for two central mechanical
plants. This need results in consideration of the site as having two
mechanical districts, designed to support the development plan
for the campus. District 1 will serve all buildings north of Arizona
Existing Surface and On-Street (dashed) Parking Diagram

Street. Its plant will be located at the southwest corner of Oil
Mill and West Texas Streets. The mechanical plant (in red, below)
will consist of a series of boilers, chillers, and cooling towers that
would be expanded as required to meet the needs of the Enterprise
Campus. Switchgear will be housed within this building to supply
power to the buildings. This facility will supply chilled water, heated
water, and power through a utility tunnel to be constructed as the
streets are reconstructed. District 2 will serve all buildings south of
Arizona Street with the exception of the Data Center. It will serve
the same functions as the District 1 plant with the exception of the
fact that utility tunneling will not be required for these services due
to the proximity to the mechanical plant (in red, below).

Proposed Surface and On-Street (dashed) Parking Diagram
27

Existing water, sewer, drainage systems, and other utility services,
will all require improvements to accommodate the increased
demand driven by the Enterprise Campus. These improvements can

DISTRICT 1

all be coordinated with the build-out of future buildings and street
improvements. Louisiana Tech University currently generates enough
power to support the existing campus, but their capacity as well as
the City of Ruston’s can not currently handle the needs of the full
build-out of the Enterprise Campus. The City of Ruston has indicated
that they can and will improve upon their existing electrical systems
to provide clean, redundant power to the Enterprise Campus as the
build-out occurs.

DISTRICT 2
NORTH

Utility District Diagram
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Sustainability
Sustainable design for buildings and landscapes focus on energy- and

As a test of the sustainable aspects of the Enterprise Campus,

water-efficiency and provide healthy environments for humans,

Louisiana Tech University directed that this master plan be evaluated

plants and animals. At the neighborhood and community scale,

according to LEED Neighborhood Design criteria. Because the

planners also concern themselves with social and economic aspects

LEED Neighborhood Development checklist applies to decisions that

of sustainability, creating communities that provide opportunities for

are made during the design and construction phases of a project’s

work, education, recreation and residents to serve a cross section

lifespan, some elements that influence the project’s rating, such as

of the community. These designs also create effective linkages to

construction or renovation of buildings for LEED certification, are

surrounding neighborhoods and regional destinations. A mix of uses

yet to be determined. Nonetheless, a combination of available data

and density is planned to ensure that people walk, bicycle, and use

and general assumptions about future development decisions based

transit as a preference to relying on cars. Thus, the health of the

on the values and goals of this plan, suggest that the Enterprise

community is supported through means that encourage interaction,

Campus could qualify for LEED Silver status. Future design, program

mixing of age and income groups, and reduced air pollution.

and management decisions, specifically regarding housing mix,
construction management and materials details, or additional

The US Green Building Council is a non-profit organization whose

innovation credits, could potentially increase the point total.

members includes real estate developers, architects, designers,

This projected ranking rests on the following components of the plan

engineers, general contractors, product and building system

and plan assumptions:

manufacturers, government agencies, and nonprofits. In 1999, US
Green Building Council developed the “Leadership in Energy and

The project’s setting and characteristics of surrounding

Environmental Design (LEED) for New Construction” rating system

neighborhoods,

in an attempt to provide a universal system for certifying design,

The site’s existing infrastructure and status as a redevelopment

construction, and operations of green buildings. It was the first of

initiative,

nine rating systems that today include Neighborhood Development

The project’s planned density,

(in pilot stage). LEED for Neighborhood Development is a companion

The project’s design for reduced auto-dependence,

set of criteria that unites LEED’s building-focused strategy with a

The project’s designed mix of uses,

community-based assessment of a project’s sustainability. A point

The project’s plan to employ native plant species,

system assigns credits according to fulfillment of criteria in four

The project’s planed rainwater management strategy,

categories: smart location and linkage, neighborhood pattern and

The site’s access to proximate open spaces in combination with

design, green construction and technology, and innovation and design

open spaces planned for the Enterprise Campus, and

process. LEED ratings are scored on many aspects and projects can

The plan’s call for high-efficiency buildings and avoided light

be certified as evidence of their sustainability according to one of

pollution.

four levels (listing in increasing level of adherence to guidelines):
LEED Certified, LEED Silver, LEED Gold, and LEED Platinum.
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Streetscape Sections

Arizona Ave. Section:
- Prominent gateway into the Enterprise Campus and the Louisiana Tech University Campus
- Buildings offset 60’ from the centerline to allow for a majestic double allée of Live Oaks or American Elms
- Existing curb-to-curb dimension maintained to reduce amount of road reconstruction required
- Single travel lane each-way with parallel parking on each side

120’

60’

20’

30

10’

7’

9’

14’

14’

9’

7’

10’

20’

60’

4

Homer St. Section:
- Central North-South spine of development
- 80’ building-to-building dimension to accommodate 20’ water garden channels
- Bald Cypress trees as unifying streetscape element
- Single travel lane each-way with parallel parking on each side
80’

20’

11’

8’

11’

11’

8’

11’

11’

8’

11’

Homer St. Section at Business School:
- Grand public plaza at Business School west of Homer St.
- 100’+ building-to-building dimension
- Single travel lane each-way with parallel parking only along east side, drop-off along west side

100’+

20’+

20’

11’

8’

11’
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Oil Mill St. Section:
- 95’ building-to-building dimension to accommodate 35-40’ water treatment borders one side
- Single travel lane each-way with parallel parking on each side
- Utilities located within roadway cross section

95’

11’

35-40’

60’

8’

11’

11’

8’

11’

60’

Oil Mill St. Section:
- 130’ building-to-building dimension to accommodate 35-40’ water treatment borders on each side
- Single travel lane each-way with parallel parking on each side
- Utilities located within roadway cross section

130’

60’

35-40’
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11’

8’

11’

11’

8’

11’

35-40’

60’

4
Interior Parking Gardens:
- Interior parking layout with water treatment swales to collect stormwater runoff

Varies by block

10’+

60’

60’

Texas Ave and Louisiana Ave Sections:
- 60’ building-to-building dimension
- Single travel lane each-way with parallel parking on each side
- Utilities located within roadway cross section

60’

60’

11’

8’

11’

11’

8’

11’

60’
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phasing

Phasing
Development of the Louisiana Tech University Enterprise
Campus is predicted to take up to two decades, depending on
market conditions and the University’s success at attracting
investment. The master plan has been constructed as a
development of seven phases, each one involving coordinated
investment in utilities, streets and sidewalks, open spaces and
architecture. Following, are diagrams and program details that
describe this growth as envisioned by the University. At this
writing, the University is advancing its design and engineering
for the first phase which will feature construction of the first
three buildings – an new Business School building, a building
to host incubator and emerging companies, some of which
are outgrowing their space on the Louisiana Tech University
campus, and a mixed-use building planned to host a new
bookstore for the University.
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Existing Conditions:
Keeny Circle creates a strong campus identity
Abandoned rail right-of-way delineates district boundaries
Views to Centennial Clock Tower from Arizona Ave.
Urban design:
Existing consolidated blocks are inconsistent with the surrounding
urban fabric
Low rise buildings and underdeveloped parcels characterize the
district
Existing campus character contrasts with district character

Land Use:
Primarily industrial and warehousing/freight handling
Large areas of surface parking
Small subdistrict of low-rise residential along the west edge of Homer
Street and Louisiana Ave.
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Phase 1: Campus Expansion
Builds on strength of campus vitality
Improvements along Homer St. between Louisiana & California Ave.
Urban design:
Buildings will frame the streets they abut, with the exception of the
Business School, which will be set back with a large entry plaza to
indicate its significance
Business School architecture will speak both to its association with
the activity of the district and to the campus proper, especially
Keeny Circle and the Keeny Hall
Program:
25,000 gsf University-related
commercial services
67,000 gsf Research and
Development (R&D)
20,000 gsf University related
residential
40,000 gsf Academic
(Business School)
Central Utility Plant
Data Center - Phase 1
480 surface parking spaces

Phase 2: Creating the Crossroads
Establishes significant intersection at Arizona Ave. and Homer St.
New construction at this intersection provides for mixed commercial
uses including research and development as well as LONI.
Surface lots support the associate parking need.
Urban Design:
Buildings reinforce critical intersection at Homer and Arizona
Railroad Ave. extended between College and Homer to best support
growth
College Street closed to enhance pedestrian flow
Program:
30,000 gsf R&D
20,000 University-related
residential
50,000 gsf Academic
60 surface parking spaces

5

Phase 3: Enhancing Neighborhood Connections
North-South connections
Additional buildings extend the first phase of academic, research and
retail
Continues to support the new image for the Homer St. corridor
East-West connections
Investments focus on Arizona St.
Surface lots continue to support parking needs
Urban design
Emphasized Arizona Ave.
Program:
25,000 gsf University-related commercial services
125,000 gsf R&D
40,000 gsf Academic
495 surface parking spaces
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Phase 4: In-fill District’s Main Streets
Continued development along Homer and Arizona
Installation of water treatment basin at Homer St. and California
Ave.
Expansion of Louisiana Tech’s Engineering College completed

Phase 5: Strengthening the Urban Fabric
Development in interstitial spaces around Homer and Arizona
corridors
Parking garage developed to support increased parking needs
Urban Design:
Amount of development dependent on structured parking, primarily

Urban Design:
Engineering expansion located along Arizona Ave, within campus
proper
Builds urban design strength of campus
Strengthens the notion of a seamless expression along Arizona Ave.
from academic to commercial uses

to serve residential parking needs

Program:
80,000 gsf R&D
65,000 gsf Residential
Parking Garage Structure
320 parking spaces

Program:
25,000 gsf University-related
commercial services
140,000 gsf R&D
Utility substation
100 surface parking spaces
▪
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Phase 6: East Edge Transformation
Development extends to new rail-trail along abandoned RR ROW
Trail connects new district with Ruston neighborhoods and downtown
Additional parking garage developed to accommodate increased
parking demands

5

Phase 7: Build-out
Existing residential redeveloped along Railroad Ave.
Full buildout anticipated in between 17 and 20 years
By this time, existing residential will near the end of the lifecycle
and real estate values will allow for an improved quality of
replacement housing

Urban Design
Rail trail to be developed as part of a regional open space system
Amount of development dependent on structured parking▪

Program:
65,000 gsf R&D
90,000 gsf Residential
Parking Garage Structure
140 parking spaces

Program:
150,000 gsf Residential
(could be R&D if
demand is higher)
Data Center - additions
160 parking spaces
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Phase 1

Implementation &
development strategy

Implementation Strategy
The Enterprise Campus will be developed through
partnerships of Louisiana Tech University, the State
of Louisiana, the City of Ruston and private capital
investment.

In its first phase, land assembly, construction of the
Business School Building, and construction of the first
Research and Development building are accomplished
with state assistance to the University. With this,
municipal support is anticipated to support necessary
provision of utilities, street improvements and
landscape features.
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Architecture for First Three Buildings

Business School Building.
The new Business School Building will be located on Homer Street,
opposite of Keeny Hall. This location provides a completing of Keeny
Circle, creating a quad of buildings. The building’s design intent is
to create a transition between the Louisiana Tech University campus
and the Enterprise Campus. Its Homer Street front speaks to the
commercial world. The unique position of this building having a
larger setback than others on the street allows for recognition of
its unique University-identity and the functions of the building that
engage academia with the commercial sphere.

The building will be a high performance building. It will be three
stories of simple, bar form. Its materials will speak both to the
Louisiana Tech University campus and the Enterprise Campus,
complementing the existing materials on the façade facing Keeny
Hall, and establishing the character of buildings on Homer Street
through a façade that will feature transparency in its contemporary
design.

Program for the building features an auditorium to be located in a
freestanding structure immediately adjacent to the Business School
Building. This transparent element speaks to the University’s desire
to embrace the activities of the Enterprise Campus by inviting
campus businesses to participate in the significant gatherings of the
Business School.
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Mixed-use building
As with the research and development building on the northwest
corner of Homer and Arizona Streets, the first mixed-use building, to
be located on the northeast corner of the same intersection, can also
be considered as a model for future development.
Its design intent is to create highly visible frontage and generate
pedestrian traffic along its sidewalks.

The building has a relatively narrow width, approximately 60’ which
provides its occupants with daylight workspace as well as serves to
reference campus architecture -- Tolliver Hall. Another architectural
reference is found tin the building’s portal which, like the Dudley
Residence Hall building on campus, enhances pedestrian circulation.

As with the research and development building model, the Mixed
Use Building will be located close to the street; its setback is 11 feet
from the curb on Homer Street. Its ample parking, as suggested in
the overlay zoning that controls this district, will be mid-block. The
tenant space will be blended with academic and or residential uses,
creating an urban character that references the historic core of
Ruston.

Anticipated to host a bookstore that will serve the entire University
needs, course driven and otherwise, it is anticipated that this
building’s Arizona Street side will showcase the largest single tenant
in the Enterprise Campus. The building’s Homer Street wing will host
a mix of lower-story academic and upper-story residential uses; it will
evidence the smaller footprint that will be typical of the district. As
will be typical of the district, this building will feature transparency
and will be designed to be a high performance building.
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Tenant Space
Support Space
a. Stair/elevator
b. Restrooms/janitorial
c. Utility Distribution
d. Central Utility
University-related Commercial Services
a. Corner Bookstore
b. Service Retail
Housing
a. Student Housing
(2 Bedroom flats - 40 beds)
(4 Bedroom flats - 80 beds)
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Research and Development Building
This building will be located on the northwest corner of Homer and
Arizona, just south of the Business School Building above. In many
ways, it can be considered a model for subsequent research and
development buildings to be constructed in the Enterprise Campus.

The building will be designed with standards for energy and water
conservation that exceed local and state standards. Selection
of materials will focus on those that are locally extracted or
manufactured, that are made of recyclable materials and/or can
be recycled. The building interior will provide air handling and
selection of materials to ensure a healthy environment for building
occupants.

This building’s location is close to the street and its façade offers
transparency and permeability; both are intended to share the
energy associated with the fascinating invention of its occupants
with those in the civic realm. This attitude is expressed with
emphasis on the building’s corner at the intersection of Homer and
Arizona Streets to lend emphasis to the importance of these two
prime streets.

The building is located on the edge of the district, close to the
campus, adjacent to both the Engineering and Business Schools.
Thus, proximities are provided to enhance the associations expected
between University and researchers engaged in commercial
endeavors. These researchers are expected to represent a multitude
of commercial entities, some of which employ University faculty and
students.
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summmary
Louisiana Tech’s consistent leadership and planning over the
last couple of decades have positioned the university and
the region to capitalize on current and future opportunities
created by the Enterprise Campus outlined in this Master
Plan. This strategic positioning, along with the State of
Louisiana’s investment in the LONI network, the Air Force’s
Cyber initiative in Bossier City and excellent relations
between Louisiana Tech and the surrounding community
have created a once in a lifetime opportunity for the success
of this campus.

The Master Plan presented herein is cutting edge and
aligned with Louisiana’s economic development plans.
Collaborative research in an urban, multi-use, pedestrian
friendly environment is the environment where new
businesses are successfully being grown for economic
development. It pushes the envelope of innovation,
allowing research to flourish, start-up businesses to grow
and partnerships with existing businesses to take place.
It is where established research campuses want to be for
maximum benefit to the overall region.

One of the exciting things about this plan is that funding is
already in place for land acquisition, the first Multi-Tenant
Building and a new Business Building. Additionally, there
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are major university housing investments currently taking place
North of the campus that fit well with the Master Plan’s overall
concept. Having funding in place for the initial buildings is a
major step to the success of this plan. The first Multi-Tenant
Building is the initial catalyst for the development of the
campus.

Streetscape is the campus component that complements the
buildings and makes the overall campus collaborative and
pedestrian friendly. Funding this aspect of the campus is
critical to its’ success, starting with the initial phase. It will
take perseverance and discipline to make this a reality.

This Master Plan outlines guiding principles and concepts for the
overall success of the Enterprise Campus. They are intended
as overall development guidelines. The actual development
of the campus will be dynamic and dependent on the need
at the time of future development. To realize the value and
synergy from the overall development, it is imperative that the
principles outlined herein are used as a guide over the longer
term evolution of this development.
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